After Hours Call Procedures
11:00PM to 6:00AM

Foreign Body Request
1. Call the attending who is listed on Foreign Body Call immediately when a film has been taken to evaluate for Foreign Body after the evening attending has left the hospital (normally 11:00PM to 6:00AM)
2. Call cell phone and if “No Answer”, leave a message, then call back the cell phone immediately
3. If still no answer, SPOK the attending
4. If no response within 5 minutes, call the cell phone of the attending who worked the night shift following the same three steps above
5. If they cannot be reached within 10 minutes, call either Dr Moser or Dr Thoburn on their cell phones

All Other Body & Plain Film Issues
1. Call the attending who worked the night shift that evening
2. Call cell phone and if “No Answer”, leave a message, then call back the cell phone immediately
3. If still no answer, SPOK the attending
4. If they cannot be reached within 10 minutes, call either Dr Moser or Dr Thoburn on their cell phones

Pediatric Issues
1. Call the attending who is listed on Peds Call
2. Call cell phone and if “No Answer”, leave a message, then call back the cell phone immediately
3. If still no answer, SPOK the Attending
4. If they cannot be reached within 10 minutes, call Dr Rajderkar

Neuro Issues
1. Call the attending who is listed on Neuro Call
2. Call cell phone and if “No Answer”, leave a message, then call back the cell phone immediately
3. If still no answer, SPOK the attending
4. If they cannot be reached within 10 minutes, call Dr Bennett